We consider the algorithmic complexity of generating labeled (directed and undirected) graphs under various distributions. We describe three natural optimality criteria for graph generating algorithms, and show algorithms that are optimal for many distributions.
Introduction
Many algorithms of practical interest turn out not to be amenable to precise analysis from a theoretical viewpoint. Typically these algorithms are heuristics that quickly give approximate solutions to problems that are difficult to solve exactly, like NP-complete problems. In such cases, the domain is either too complex to be analyzed formally, such as the Kernighan-Lin algorithm for the Euclidean TSP [7] or simulated annealing [11] , or the performance guaranteed by the best analysis is a severe underestimation of the observed performance of the algorithm in practice, as in the greedy MIS algorithm. In both these situations, an empirical analysis of the performance of the algorithm is needed. Other uses of such analyses may include gaining some idea of how an algorithm may perform, prior to analysing it theoretically. Since the output of the program may vary considerably with the input, the usual method is to run the algorithm on a large number of randomly generated test inputs, and to use statistical measures of the results obtained to judge performance. The importance of random graph generation in such a context is clear. Often the algorithm to be studied runs in time linear in the size of the graph, and almost always its run time is a polynomial of very small degree. It is clearly desirable that the time taken to construct an input to test the graph on should not exceed the time taken to actually run the test, and so the efficient generation of random graphs takes on significance.
Another fruitful area of application of the generation of random graphs arises in pure graph theory. Graph theorists sometimes attempt to catalog all the graphs of a given size and type. Such catalogs are used, among other uses, to settle conjectures by exhaustive enumeration or to come up with plausible conjectures. Such techniques are at their most useful in the study of random graphs where they have been used to obtain hints as to which way conjectures might be settled [16] . Again, due to the large number of graphs that need to be generated, the need for efficient generation is acute.
In this paper, we study ways of optimally generating random graphs with various properties. The notion of the optimality of a graph generating algorithm needs to be carefully defined: we have defined three natural ways in which such an algorithm may be considered optimal. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such study of the algorithmic complexity of graph generation: all previous methods have either disregarded the complexity or have been content with polynomial-time generation (see [19] for a survey). We also consider some well-known types of random graphs, and exhibit efficient algorithms for these.
Preliminaries

Definitions and Notation
The oTder of a graph G = (V, E) is the number of vertices in G, and is usually denoted by n. The size of a graph is the number of edges it has, and is usually denoted by m. In an undirected graph, the degree of a vertex is the number of edges incident upon it. In a directed graph, the in-(out-)degree of a vertex is defined to be the number of edges entering (leaving) the vertex. A r-regulaT graph is an undirected graph each of whose vertices has degree equal to r.
The probability of an event A is denoted by Pr[AJ. If X is a discrete random variable with distribution D then we abbreviate Pr[X = iJ by D[i], omitting mentioning the random variable. The expected value (average) of a discrete random variable X is denoted by E(X).
The uniform discrete distribution on the integers in the range {O, ... , k -I} is denoted by Dk. The binomial distribution with parameters z,p is denoted by
We abbreviate "let x be the a value obtained by sampling distribution D" by "x rv D". Logarithms are to the base 2 unless otherwise indicated.
Our model of computation based on the uniform cost with logar'ithmic word size RAM [1, 6J. The machine receives as input n, and after running a time polynomial in n outputs a graph of order n with the desired probability. We will assume that the machine can perform simple addressing and arithmetic operations on numbers with o(log n) bits each in constant time. We will assume that sampling once from Dk takes constant time, provided k is polynomial in n (i. e., we are assuming the existence of a random integer generator).
Having only a source of single random bits, it would be impossible to have a terminating algorithm that generated anything with probability not of the form i/2 k for some integer k [10, 14J. We use the standard abbreviations for "uniformly at random" (u.a.r.) and "independent identically distributed" (Li.d.).
Optimality Criteria
The operation of any algorithm A on input n can be represented by a tree, the leaves of which correspond to graphs. The branching factor of this tree will be finite and bounded by some polynomial in n. Let Un be the set of graphs of order n that have a non-zero probability of being generated, and let U = Ui:,oUi. Denote the specified distribution on Un by D n . For any graph G, let d A (G) the random variable that represents the depth of a leaf labeled with G. For any random variable x let max{ x} be the maximum value attained by it. Let IGI = m + n be the size of the output. We have three notions of optimality:
2. An algorithm A is called PA-optimal (pointwise optimal on the average) if
Let G be a random variable that is distributed according to D n . A n algorithm A zs called
A-optimal (optimal on the average) if
For optimality, the worst-case time taken by the algorithm to generate the graph should be asymptotically the same as the size of the output, while for PA-optimality, the expected time taken to generate any graph is asymptotically the same as its output size. However, all an A-optimal algorithm has to guarantee is that for each n, the expected running time of the algorithm on input n be asymptotically the same as the expected size of the output. Clearly, by definition, an algorithm is PA-and A-optimal if it is optimal, and is A-optimal if it is PA-optimal.
3 Procedures Used
Sampling the Binomial Distribution
The number of successes among z i.i.d. Bernoulli variables each with probability p of success is B(z,p)-distributed. This gives a simple method of generating such variables if p is rational. Let p = r / s. Then we sample D s z times independently and return the number of times a number < r was generated (this works within our model if s is small enough).
A faster approach is given by the generator of Ahrens and Dieter [2] which generates these variates in O(log z) time. For more references we direct the reader to [13, 12] .
Choosing Random Subsets
The procedure below (from [20] ) chooses a random k-subset of the integers from°to 
It is well known that any sequential RAM with an uninitialized memory can simulate one with an initialized memory with a constant factor increase in space and time, provided the initial value of each memory location in the initialized memory is computable in constant time from its address[I]. In our case, AU] would have contained the value j had it been initialized, so this trick can be used. Also, with this method, re-initializing the array takes 0(1) time, so we have: The space requirement can be restricted to 0 (k) if we are willing to settle for an expected O(k) running time. The approach taken in [15] achieves this bound, if k :::; n/2 (if not, the previous method is optimal). The idea is to keep generating random numbers in the range {a, ... , n -1} until k distinct numbers are obtained. If k is as above, the expected number of trials required is O(k). By using a hash table to store the partially generated subset, it is possible to check in 0(1) expected time whether or not a newly generated number is already present in the subset (note that since the set we store in the hash table is a subset of {a, ... ,n -1} that is generated u.a.r., the hash function h( x) = x mod s where s is the size of the hash table would have this performance).
Lemma 4
Choosing a random k subset of the integers {O, ... , n -1} takes expected O(k) time using O(k) space.
Computing "Pairing" Functions
Often, we will have to select an edge at random from a set of edges. For this purpose, it is extremely useful to have a bijection between all possible edges of a graph on the vertex set {O, ... , n -1} and the integers in the range°through G) -1. Such mappings appear as "pairing" functions in the literature, but the complexity of computing these mappings is largely ignored. We present a bijection that can be computed in constant time on our model of computation (which corresponds roughly to using only integer operations in actual computers). The computation requires precomputed tables of size O(n).
Lemma 5
There is a mapping that can be computed in 0(1) time on our model of computation.
PROOF. We use the following mapping:
Note that in our model directly computing f(z) = l( y!1 + 8z -1)/2J is not permitted. We observe first that y = l( 11 + Sz -1)/2J implies that:
(:38)[0 ::
So, for a given y, the minimum integral value of z such that f(z) = y is y(y + 1)/2 and the largest such z is (y + l)(y + 2)/2 -1. For 1 :::; z :::; n we compute f(z) directly using the above fact, and store the resulting values in a table.
For larger values of z, the above approach fails, since the table would be too large. vVe will directly compute the function IX to within an additive 0(1) factor. After this, we will compute f(z) to within 0(1) using the approximate value of y!1 + 8z and then use linear search to find the correct value of f(z). To compute IX to within an 0(1) additive factor, we use the following precomputed tables: a table with llogxJ computed for 1 ::; x ::; nand a table with lVX"J computed in double precision for 1 ::; x ::; n. By double precision we mean that we store, for each x, numbers k 1 and k 2 such that l( k 1 + k 2 / n?J = x..
Using the tables for the log function, we first compute an approximate value for vx as y = 2 L(llogUx!nllJ+llognJ)!2J . Now we compute y' = Jlx/yJv'Y using values from the double precision table that we precomputed. It is easy to show that the value y' is within 0(1) of the actual value of vy. The essential point is that Jlx/yJ is within 0(X-1 !2) of Jx/y. 0 vVe would note that our mapping is perhaps a little complex to implement in practice, and for most applications the mapping pair(s, t) = (s -1)n + t would be preferable. This mapping is not injective, and so we may be forced to reject some randomly integers since they would not correspond to legal edges. This would be a relatively infrequent occurrence, however.
Generation of Random Graphs
Graphs with Specified Number of Edges
The distribution EN(n, m) (Edge Number) is such that all (undirected) graphs with order n and size m are equally likely to be generated. With the mapping of lemma 5, the problem reduces to selecting a random subset of size m of the set of integers 0 through G) -1. By lemma 2 and lemma 4 this can be done in expected 0 (m) time using 0 (m) space, or in Oem) time using 0(n 2 ) space.
We have thus shown:
The distribution EN( n, m) can be optimally generated using O( n 2 ) space and PA-optimally generated using O( m + n) space.
Specified Edge Probability Graphs
The distribution EP(n,p) (Edge Probability) is parametrized by a probability p E [0.0,1.0] and the order n of the graph. Labeled undirected graphs of order n are generated in such a way that the probability of each possible edge being present is p independently of the other edges. The naive method consists of considering every possible edge in turn and adding it to the graph independently with probability p. This method takes 0(n 2 ) time, but as the expected number of edges is pm, it is non-optimal when p varies with n such that p( n) is 0(1). Also, even when p is a constant, this algorithm is only A-optimal.
A better method depends on the fact that the number of edges in a E P( n, p )-distributed graph, k, is binomially distributed with parameters m and p. We mention that Tinhofer had a similar, if somewhat less efficient, variant of this idea [18] . This procedure consists of two stages. In the first, we sample the B( m, p) distribution to obtain a value k for the number of edges in the graph. Using the efficient procedures mentioned above, we can do this in time o(log m) = o(log n). In the second stage, we randomly generate a graph of order n and size k such that all graphs of order n and size k are equally likely to have been generated. From well-known properties of the binomial distribution it is easily seen that in any graph generated by the above procedure, the probability that any particular edge is present is p, independently of all other edges. From theorem 6 we can bound the (expected or deterministic) time complexity of the second phase by Oem + n). Thus:
The distribution EP( n, p) can be optimally generated using O( n 2 ) space or PA-optimally using Oem + n) space.
Let C(n), E(n) and Eu(n) = C(n) n E(n) be the uniform distributions over all labeled graphs with n vertices that are connected, have all vertex degrees even, and are Eulerian, respectively. Noting that EP( n,~) specifies that all labeled graphs on n vertices are equally likely, we obtain as a corollary:
Corollary 8 C( n) and Eu( n) can be PA-optimally generated with O(m + n) space, and E( n) can be optimally generated with O( n 2 ) space and PA-optimally with O( m + n) space.
PROOF. We generate C(n) using a restarting procedure, i.e., by generating graphs from E P( n,~) and testing to see if they are connected (such an approach was mentioned by Tinhofer). We note that the probability of generating an unconnected graph is less than 2-0 (n). This is because the number of connected graphs of order n, en, obeys the following recurrence ( [8] ):
Observing that Ck < 2(~) and that G) = (n;k) + (;) + k( n -k), it is easy to show that the latter term is asymptotically smaller by a factor of at least 2-n / 2 . Thus the expected cost to generate a graph G of size m is T :::; 2-n / 2 ( O( n 2 ) +T) +(1-2-n / 2 )O( m +n), from which we obtain the PA-optimality of this restarting procedure.
The procedure for generating E (n) depends on the 1-1 correspondence between all even degree graphs on n vertices and all graphs with n -1 vertices [8] : with each graph G on n -1 vertices associate the even-degree graph obtained by adding a new vertex V n and joining all odd-degree vertices of G to V n . The corollary follows.
For Eu( n) we use a restarting procedure again. We generate a member of E( n) as above and check to see if it is connected. Let G be a random element of E (n) generated as above and let G' = G -rUn} be the graph generated from E P( n -1,~) in the above procedure. G will be unconnected only if either G' is unconnected or G' is an even degree graph, in which case V n will be an isolated vertex. The probability that G' is not connected is at most 2-0 (n), as argued above. The probability that G' is an even degree graph is exactly the fraction of all n -1 vertex labeled graphs that are even degree. From the 1-1 correspondence between between all even degree graphs on n -1 vertices and all graphs 2(n 2 ?) h' l ' 1 f h with n -2 vertices, we deduce that this probability is at most 2(n 2 1) W IC 1 IS a so 0 t e order of 2-0 (n). vVe thus observe that the restarting procedure has a probability 2-0 (n) of failing on each iteration, giving us a PA-optimal algorithm for Eu(n), by applying the above rea.soning. 0 A similar approach can be taken towards generating labeled directed graphs with a specified number of edges.
Digraphs with Specified Out-degree
The distribution DO(n, k) (Directed, Out-degree) specifies that all order n digraphs where each vertex has out degree k are equally likely. Such graphs can be obtained by generating, for each vertex, a set of its successors of size k. If self-loops are allowed, lemma 2 directly 
Graphs with Specified Degrees
A sequence of integers d = (d 1 , d 2 , •.. , d n ), 1~d i~n -1 is called a degree specification. A degree specification is called graphical if there is a graph on the vertices {I, ... , n} such that for all i, d(i) = di. The distribution DS(d) (Degree Specification) states that all graphs with degree specification d are to be generated with equal probability (regular graphs form a special case of particular interest). Such graphs appear to be hard to generate u.a.r., and this problem, along with the related problem of exactly counting the numbers of such graphs, has remained open for several years. Tinhofer [18] gave a method for generating such graphs non-uniformly such that the a posteriori probability that the graph was generated can be obtained. His method runs in O(n 4 ) time for simple generation and O(n 5 ) time for generation with probabilities computed. Jerrum and Sinclair [9] describe a polynomialtime algorithm that generates such graphs with a distribution that can be made arbitrarily close to uniform, by increasing the running time appropriately. This algorithm only works for the set of P-stable degree specifications (which, however, includes all regular degree specifications as a special case) and is of doubtful practical utility since the running time to achieve any reasonable approximation is a polynomial of very high degree.
We present two practical algorithms that run quickly but do not guarantee uniform generation. By increasing the run time by a factor of n, the a posteriori probability that the graph was generated can be computed as well. While the first algorithm is optimal, the distribution that it generates may be undesirable since it produces with high probability graphs that are similar to a canonical graph. The second algorithm is a much more efficient implementation of Tinhofer's algorithm, and produces a distribution that may be better for some applications.
We now describe an optimal algorithm for generating a graph with degree specification d if one exists in 0 (m + n) time. Define a degree sequence to be a degree specification sorted into non-decreasing order. The following claim (see [3] ) IS proved again here for completeness: Claim 10 Let d = (d l , ,d n ) be a degree sequence. Then the degree sequence d' = (d 2 -1, ... ,ddi+l -1, ddi+2,  ,d n ) is graphical iff dis.
PROOF. It is trivial to prove that if d' is graphical, then d is, so we will prove the other direction. Suppose d is graphical. Then there is a graph G = (V, E) such that G has degrees specified by d. Let v be any vertex in G such that x) , (w, y)} we see that the above statement is true. Repeating this construction as often as necessary we come to a point where for any vertex w that is a neighbor of v and for any vertex x that is not a neighbor of v, d( w)~d( v). Deleting v from this graph gives a graph with degree sequence d', which proves the claim. 0
Let the residual degree ri of a vertex i is the number of edges it needs to bring its degree up to di. The residual degree sequence of a graph is formed by arranging the residual vertex degrees in non-increasing order. Using the above claim, we have the following method of generating a canonical graph with degree specification d:
Repeatedly join the vertex v with the largest residual degree, k, to the k vertices that have the k largest residual degrees.
Claim 11
The above algo'rithm can be implemented to run in O( m + n) time.
PROOF. Suppose we have to store a set S variables Xl, ... , Xk, Xi E {O, ... , n} and perform the operations max(S), which returns the index of a variable of maximum value and dec(j,S), which decrements the value of x j by 1 if it is non-zero. In [5J it is shown how to implement these operations in 0 (1) time each.
The solution involves maintaining a list of lists. In the top-level list we keep as list headers each number in the range {O, ... , n} that is the value of some variable in S. We keep this list of list headers sorted. With each of these headers we associate a list of the indices of variables with that value. Since the value of a variable is decreased only by 0(1) in each step, finding the list into which a variable must be inserted can be done in 0(1) time using linear search. 0 Now, starting with the canonical graph G = (V, E) obtained above, we apply perturbations to the graph in a manner similar to Jerrum and Sinclair. Let m = 0:::£=1 d i )/2 be the number of edges in the graph.
1. If the current graph G has degree specification d pick an edge (i, j) at random and delete it from E.
2. Otherwise, G has two vertices that currently have degree one less than they should.
Pick one of these at random. Let this vertex be i. Pick an edge (i, k) rf-E at random and add it to E. If now k has degree one more than it should, pick an edge (k, l) E E at random and delete it from E.~~~~~~~~~~-.~-3. If 2m iterations have not been completed, go to 1.
4. If G does not have degree specification d, find the G/ closest to G that has degree specification d and output it.
The above alg07'ithm generates all graphs with deg'l'ee specification d and l'uns in O(m + n) time.
PROOF. We will show that 2m such alterations suffice to transform the canonical graph (; into any graph G with the required degree sequence. Note that G/ = (; Efl G is an even-degree graph with at most 2m edges. G/ can be broken up into disjoint Eulerian components. Consider an Euler tour on one of these components that alternates edges from G and G. It is clear that if the above perturbations convert (; into a graph G with degree specification d then the algorithm must have performed an Euler tour on some Eulerian component of (; Efl G. Since the number of edges in (; Efl G is at most 2m, 2m iterations of steps 1-3 suffice to convert (; into any graph with specification din case the graph at the end of the process does not have degree specification d, it is a simple matter to "complete" the Euler tour the algorithm was in, to give a graph with degree specification d. It is also easy to make the random choices in steps 1 and 2 efficiently. 0
We now give an efficient implementation of an algorithm that is rather like Tinhofer's. We first permute the edges randomly. Then we consider each edge in turn according to this permutation, adding it if the resulting residual degree sequence is graphical. It can be shown [3] that the residual degree sequence is graphical iff, for 1 :S k :S n, k n :E ri :S k(k -1)
Thus, we need the following operations on residual degree sequences: test( e), which returns true if the residual degree sequence r/ obtained by adding the edge e to the graph is graphical and false otherwise; and add( e), which adds the edge e to the graph and updates the residual degree sequence from r to r/. A naive implementation would result in an 0(n 2 ) complexity for test(e) and an 0(1) complexity for add(e). Note that while test(e) may be called 0(n 2 ) times, add(e) will be called only O(m) times, so often we can decreasing the complexity of test( e) at the expense of increasing the complexity of add( e) and still obtain an improved algorithm.
For any residual degree sequence r = (r1, ... ,r n ), let ko(r) = max{ilri > n. Let r be the current residual degree sequence, and let r be graphical (initially, r = d). Let nk, o :S k :S n -1, be the number of times the number i appears in r. We let Nk = 2::7=0 ni, for 0 :S k :S n -1 and lk = Tk + Nk-1 -n +1, for 1 :S k :S n. We now note that equation 1 may be restated as: (2) Equation 2 need be checked only for 1 :S k :S J( = ko(r). This is because h < 0 for all k > J(. We will show that the operations dec( i), inc( i) and testO can be performed in O(log K) time, where dec(i) and inc( i) decrement or increment Ti and test() tests if the current residual degree sequence is graphical or not. Clearly add(e) and test(e) above can be implemented using these primitives.
The effect of decreasing Ti from x to x -1 is to decrease Ii by 1, decrease I X + 1 by 1 and increase Ix by 1. vVe keep the sums Sl, S2, ... , SJ{ at the leaves of a binary tree T with depth log K in the order above. We perform the following operations on these sums: change (j,8) which sets Si to Si + 8 for all j~i~K and maxO, which returns max{Sl, ... ,ST<}. We can perform each of these operations in O(log K) time, by storing at each internal node v of the tree the value of the maximum value M in the subtree rooted at v, as well as a quantitỹ that represents the sum of all values 8 such that some previous operation change(i, 8) changed all values in the subtree rooted at v but did not change all values in the subtree rooted at v's parent. (I.e, the current value of Si is obtained by adding to the value stored at the ith leaf the~values at all the ancestors of the ith leaf.) To implement change (j, 8) , instead of directly changing the values Sj, ... , SK, we split these up into at most O(1ogK) canonical subsets, each of which corresponds to a complete subtree of T, and add 8 to thẽ values stored at the roots of these subtrees. This may cause O(log K) maximum values to change, but these values will be at children of nodes that are on the path from j to the root, and so percolating these values up can be done in O(1og K) time.
These improvements give an algorithm runs in time O( n 2 10g K) where K = k o ( d) (I( = t for t-regular graphs):
Theorem 13 Tinhofer's algorithm can be implemented to Tun in time O( n 2 10g K) wheTe
RemaTk In this algorithm as stated, the expected number of edges examined before the algorithm terminates is 0( n 2 ), giving an expected running time of 0( n 2 10g K). This is because if x edges are examined by the algorithm before the m -1st edge is chosen for inclusion, the unique edge that will satisfy the regularity test will be discovered after examining HG) -1 + x) more edges on the average, for a total of 0( n 2 ). This algorithm is thus not even within a O(log K) factor of A-optimality. To come closer to A-optimality, we suggest the following approach: we use the above algorithm until about min edges have been chosen. Suppose the residual degree specification is at this time is '1" . We now make a recursi ve call to generate a graph wi th degree specification '1". Since it takes 0 (n) time to initialize the data structures for a recursive call, the extra time taken would be O( m). We conjecture that on the average, selecting O( mln) edges could be done by examining only O( min) edges.
Labeled Trees
The distribution LT( n) states that all free (unrooted) labeled trees of order n are equally probable. Cayley's formula states that there are nn-2 such trees. Priifer proved an easily computable 1-1 correspondence between labeled trees of order n and sequences of integers between 1 and n oflength n -2. This suggests the following approach, used in [15] : generate a random sequence of n -2 integers between 1 and n, and output the corresponding tree. This is the basis of both the algorithm given in [15] and our algorithm. The algorithm in [15] runs in time 0 (11, 2) , though it can easily be made to run in time O(nlogn). vVe describe an implementation that takes linear time.
Priifer's method of obtaining a unique labeled tree with 11, vertices labeled {I, ... , n} from a sequence P of 11, -2 numbers each in the range {I, ... , n} is as follows (here we assume 11, 2:: 3) :
1. Let E be the set of all the integers from 1 to n that do not appear in P.
2. Let k be the smallest integer in E, and m be the the first element in P. Add the edge (k, m) to the tree. Delete m from the front of P, and k from E. If m does not appear elsewhere in the sequence, add m to E.
3. If P is now empty, there must be exactly 2 elements left in E. Call these 11, and o. Add (n, 0) to the tree and quit.
In [15] the set E is represented by an unsorted array, and this implementation causes the running time to be 0(n 2 ). Using a heap instead would get the running time down to 0 (11, log 11,) . We can get a quicker algorithm, however. The observation is that in linear time, we can determine the operations that would be performed on the set E by this algorithm, which would be an intermixed sequence of commands of the form insert( x) or deletemin (the latter operation means to report the current minimum element in E and to delete it). This is because in 0(11,) time we can determine the elements initially placed in E, as well as the last position any label occurs in the sequence (which is the point it is inserted into E), and this determines the position of the 'insert operations with respect to the deletemin operations. The problem of determining the answers to a sequence of such operations, when the operations are presented all at once, is the well-studied off-line min problem. In [1, 17J a simple algorithm is presented for this problem that takes time O(nO'(n)) to answer a sequence of 11, inserts and deletemins. (Here 0'(11,) is a very slowly growing function such that 0'( 11,)~3 for all possible practical values of n.) Alternatively the more complex method of [6] achieves a true linear running time for solving this problem.
1. Generate the sequence P = {pdi;;/.
2. In linear time obtain EO, the set of all elements in {I, ... , n} that do not appear in P, as well as the sequence L = {ldi:}2, where Ii = 1 if the value Pi does not reappear at some later point in P, and°otherwise.
3. Construct the sequence of operations 0 in the following way: for each x E EO, put an operation insert(x) before the first deletemin operation. Thereafter, for 1~i~n-2, do the following: append the ith deletemin to the sequence, followed by the operation .s. Let ai be the answer to the ith deletemin operation. Output the following edges:
(a},pI), ...,(a n -2,Pn-2), (an-I, an).
Theorem 14
The distribution LT( n) can be optimally generated.
Geometric Graphs
The parameters here are n, the order of the graph, and three real numbers X, Y and T. The distribution GG( n, X, Y, 1') is obtained as follows: drop n points at random in the rectangle {(x, y)IO :S x < X,O :S y < Y} and join any pair of points that are less than l' apart by an edge. This distribution was introduced in [11] as a natural distribution for examples to test heuristics for NP-complete problems like the TSP (which satisfy the triangle inequality) on.
The straightforward method results in an 0(n 2 ) complexity independent of X, Y and T.
The geometric nature of this problem suggests techniques from computational geometry.
Using the "circle" searching algorithm of [4] we can get a O( n log n + m) algorithm, which would be A-optimal whenever the values of X, Y and l' are such that E(IGI) = O(nlogn).
We now describe a considerably simpler algorithm that is A-optimal for all values of X, Y and 1'.
We divide the X x Y rectangle into m = fX/r1' fY/r1 subrectangles with longer side at most l' such that Ri,j = {(x, y)lir :S x < min{(i + l)r,X},j1' :S y < min{(j + 1)1', Y}}, for o :S i :S fX /1'1 -1,0 :S j :S fY/1' 1 -1. We assign these rectangles numbers systematically, e.g., #(i,j) = jfX/r1 +i. Now we generate the n points, and for each point, determine the rectangle Ri,j in which it lies. For each rectangle Ri,j that already has has at least one point located inside it, we store #( i, j) in a hash table with 2n buckets using the hash function f( k) = k mod 2n, as well as a record with a list of points inside that square. The expected time to search in the hash table is clearly 0(1). Now we consider the points one by one: for each point x, we obtain a list Lx of all the points in its rectangle as well as in its adjacent rectangles, by looking up the numbers of the adjacent squares in the hash table. Now in O(ILxl) time we determine the set Ax of all the points in Lx that are less than l' away from x. The running time of this algorithm is:
